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COMPANIES
 
Apex International is a global leader of anilox, glue set, and metering products 
and print maintenance solutions. With five production facilities on four continents, 
a strong portfolio of clients in over 80 countries and a high-performance continuous 
improvement culture, Apex’s value proposition is founded on developing solutions 
to satisfy the complex challenges our customers face every day.

Komori is offering a full portfolio of machines and systems that incorporate 
Connected Automation in practical technologies, promoting significant automation 
on the print production floor. This approach optimizes overall factory operation and 
maximizes productivity by connecting machines and systems. Komori has a solid 
reputation in 82 countries worldwide. Komori subsidiaries in major markets are 
constantly assessing user needs by region for feedback that is reflected in product 
development.



PRODUCTS
 
The K-Supply Advanced Anilox Rollers with GTT® pattern  
developed by Apex International 
 
Offers printers the total package for all of their printing needs.
• Printability 
• Profitability
• Consistency

The K-Supply Advanced Anilox Rollers with GTT® pattern developed by Apex 
International, enables the coating to transfer in a smooth and precise flow.  
The difference between these GTT ® rollers and any other anilox rollers (hexagonal, 
positive screens and tri-helical) will be measured by the following three parameters: 
1. The open slalom channel geometry sets coating free. 
2. A consistent and precise channel to engrave is guaranteed by a constant beam 

laser engraving, that functions as a continuous phase laser process, creating a 
smooth channel. 

3. A super-hard non-wetting hybrid ceramic that minimizes porosity, creating a 
longer lifetime of the roll.

Profitability boost 

• Savings in coating costs. 
•  A higher efficiency due to rare roller changes. 
•  Better margins because of high value jobs.
• Better faster cleaning.

Benefits 
• Maximized visual coating results.  
• A smoother coating surface with homogenous laydown. 
• Less coating with GTT®, same amount of gloss points.
• Same volume coating, higher gloss points. 
• Less micro/macro foaming.  
•  Less orange peel-effect and pinholing effect. 
•  Less damaging doctor blade (lower pressure).



K-Supply Anilox Daily Roller Cleaner 

K-Supply Anilox Daily Roller Cleaner is a water mixable cleaner for anilox rollers.  
This product is suitable for UV and H-UV/H-UV L (LED) printing presses.

K-Supply Anilox Roller Cleaner Ultra

K-Supply Anilox Roller Cleaner Ultra is a water miscible wash for the manual 
cleaning of anilox rollers. This product is highly effective and suitable for all  
printing presses.

K-Supply Coating Cleaner

K-Supply Coating Cleaner is a water mixable cleaner for coater blankets and  
anilox rollers. This product is highly effective and suitable for all printing presses. 
 
 
 

Benefits
• High solvent power. 
• Free of aromatic compounds. 
• Water mixable.
 

Benefits
• Thorough and quick cleaning. 
• Gentle treatment of the roller. 
• Water mixable.

Benefits
• Strong and powerful solvent. 
• Water compatible.



CO² FOOTPRINT
 
Apex International 
 
Initiatives to reduce the carbon footprint:  
• 670 Solar panels on the rooftop of Apex Europe, 200.000 KwH/ year  

(98% is used for own needs). 
• Re-use of grinding water (through using a filter system). 
• Re-use of CrO2 (residual waste) after plasma. 
• Separate collection of raw materials after plasma. 
• Separate collection of raw materials after laser engraving. 
• Shifting AST steel, SS314 & copper/old steel cores. 

Komori

The cans are made of polyethylene. Polyethylene is an environmentally friendly 
plastic that can be reprocessed over and over again or incinerated without residue.
The canisters bear the recycling mark HDPE 02 (secondary raw material).  
This allows a clear classification of the raw material for recycling. Secondary raw 
material products can be transformed into new, meaningful recycling products as 
often as desired.

CO2



Tips for improving the margins of your offset  
coating operation

1. More coating isn’t necessary for a more glossy appearance, but it will hurt your 
bottom line. It is not about the amount of lacquer applied onto a print, which 
determines the level of gloss you achieve. It is all about creating a smooth and 
consistent layer that reflects the light in a homogenous way, too much coating 
can even cause a “drop” down in gloss points.

2. Maximize visual coating results.  
To maximize visual coating results, avoid issues like (micro-) foaming, orange-
peel and pinholing from the start. Choosing the right GTT® structure for the 
right kind of coating will bring these benefits.

3. Avoid press downtime. 
Want to ensure longer print cycles without having to stop the press?  
There are various ways to achieve this:
• Make use of standardized anilox rolls that are suitable for applying different 

types of coating.
• Keep your rolls clean on a regular basis in order to avoid having  

to deep-clean them.
• Keep your rolls in good shape, avoid damages while changing them. 

TIPS



Water based coating 

• Store the water based coating at room temperature.
• Storage lower than 15 ˚C and higher than 40 ˚C can change your viscosity.
• Check the “use before date” as coatings can’t be stored for a long time (average 

between 3 to 6 months depending on type of coating).
• Stir the coating well before use otherwise you could face drying issues.
• Check viscosity with a din cup with the correct temperature of the coating 

(viscosity information on barrel, if not contact the supplier).
• Pre heat your dryer before you start printing. 
• Stack temperature between 27 ˚C and 35 ˚C with paper.
• If you take a sheet out of the machine, sheet must dry within 10 seconds.
• If it dries to fast the coating can be cracked.
• Do not coat outside the paper size, in case of all over coating the under packing 

can be cut 2 mm smaller than paper size or cut the coater blanket.

Coating: UV and H-UV/H-UV L (LED) or water based

UV and H-UV/H-UV L (LED) coating 

• Store the coating at room temperature.
• Protect from heat and direct sunlight.
• Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothes.
• Check the “use before date” as coatings can’t be stored for a long time. 
• Stir the coating well before use otherwise you could face drying issues.
• Warm up your coating between 27 ˚C and 32 ˚C depending on your coating type.
• Adjust your pump inlet and outlet to prevent air in the coating.
• Use a high pressure system to prevent air in the chamber.
• Do not coat outside the paper size, in case of all over coating the under packing 

can be cut (2 mm smaller than paper size or cut the coater blanket).

Wash

• Always wash your system if you change coating.
• Change your UV wash after 10 times washing.
• Wipe your roller always after usage/washing. 
• Maintain your roller with K-Supply coating cleaners.

TIPS AND TRICKS  
FOR COATING



Wash 

• Always wash your system if you change coating.
• Use warm water in case of washing.
• Keep your anilox roller always running to prevent your roller to get dirty.
• Wipe your roller always after usage and washing. 
• Maintain your roller with K-Supply coating cleaners.

Gloss level
 
Gloss level always depends on the type of materials that are used and adjustment 
of the coating system in combination with the right settings of the machine.
Materials like paper, board, type of coating blanket or coating plate, type of coating, 
type of anilox roller all will have an influence on the gloss level.

We recommend the The K-Supply Advanced Anilox Rollers with GTT® pattern 
developed by Apex International, as this open structure gives you a better transfer, 
less air in the chamber and a nice smooth layer to create the highest gloss as 
possible. The smoother the surface, the higher the gloss, So not only the amount  
of coating is important also the way it will be applied on the sheet. Too much 
coating can even cause a ‘drop’ down in gloss.

K-Supply GTT®

Deep conventional anilox cells 
trap coating while cell wall 
surface mass reduces ink transfer 
surface area, thus inhibiting 
reliable coating release and 
replenishment.    

GTT channels are up to 30% 
shallower and land surface area 
is reduced by more than 60% 
for greater coating transfer 
surface area and replenishment.        

GTT’s patented open-slalom 
coating channels reduce coating 
stress at the doctoring phase 
while providing more available 
coating surface area for a more 
controlled coating-to-plate 
transfer.            

Closed hexcell geometry Open GTT geometry GTT open channel geometry 

Revolution

Revolution

Deep conventional anilox cells 
trap ink while cell wall surface 
mass reduces ink transfer surface 
area, thus inhibiting reliable ink 
release and replenishment.    

GTT channels are up to 30% 
shallower and land surface area 
is reduced by more than 60% 
for greater ink transfer surface 
area and replenishment.        

GTT’s patented open-slalom 
ink channels reduce ink stress 
at the doctoring phase while 
providing more available ink 
surface area for a more controlled 
ink-to-plate transfer.            

Closed hexcell geometry Open GTT geometry GTT open channel geometry 

Revolution

Revolution

To determine which anilox is the best for your type of work and your coating, you  
can print with the Komori Graphic Center-Europe (KGC-E) roller S ,M ,L ,XL, XXL. 
This roller can be used on a loan based at your printshop or we can use your 
materials in KGC-E and print the samples for you to choose the best result.



Coater plate

Using our K-Supply Coating Gloss Plate will give you the best result in high gloss. 
For matt coating and soft touch effect we recommend the K-Supply Matt Plate.
 

Problems in coating

Pinholes in UV or foaming in water based
 
High adjustment of the coater pump, sucking false air in the outlet return pipes can 
cause foaming and/or air bubbles in the coating. Reducing and adjusting the pump 
so that there will be no air going in the coating.
Using the GTT® structure open cell with a high pressure chamber will keep also 
the air out of the chamber that normally is going in by the cell type (like an empty 
Hexagonal cell) of the anilox. 

Adding anti foam in case of water based coating is still possible when above is  
not helping, but will have a dropdown effect in glosspoints. 

Orange peel

Orange peel effect refers to a coating layer that can be characterized by a surface 
that is similar to an orange peel mostly the reason for this is almost always is too 
much volume. Check the viscosity or reduce speed.

Craquelé
 
Craquelé indicates the appearance of small cracks in coating. Normally the drying 
is to fast/ high temperature. Meaning the dryer needs to go down in power or the 
coating can be too fast, viscosity check or contact coating supplier.



Ink piling on the polymer plate/blanket

Ink piling on the polymer plate/blanket, the image is piling on the polymer plate/
blanket because of the penetration trough the coating. 

This can be caused by:
• Coating volume can be too low (wrong volume roller).
• Dirty roller.  
• Too much printing pressure.
• Wrong coating/viscosity.
• Wet inks (wrong inks or to high IR/temperature).
• Coating not dry (too low/dirty dryers).

Blocking

Blocking occurs when: 
• Pile temperature is too high and too low, check and adjust to standard.
• Applying too much coating.
• Not enough spray powder or wrong type is applied. 
• Wrong coating is applied. 

Double edges

Halo effect around the image can be caused by too much pressure of the  
anilox roller or too much printing pressure.
Check the anilox roller nip on the blanket and set to 3 to 4 mm. Check operation 
manual for correct nip setting.
Reduce the printing pressure on the coating unit to minimum.

CONTACT
 
Len Prooi - Manager PESP
 l.prooi@komori.eu
 www.komori.eu


